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Introducing UltraTec™

featuring our new Cam & 1/2
Performance System**.

No Timing: Both cams work together rather than
independently so they are always in time

Cam Symmetry: The top and bottom cam
are symmetrical providing for level nock travel and perfect
bow symmetry

Extreme Speeds: The new Cam & 1/2
Performance System is faster than any bow we’ve ever built -
in excess of 330 fps on particular models
Low Vibration: The Cam & 1/2 design reduces
vibration and is extremely smooth on the draw and the release

Cam Attributes Two-Cam Single-Cam Cam & 1/2

No Timing • ••• •••
Low Vibration •• ••• •••
Speed •• •• •••
Solid Wall • ••• •••
Level Nock Travel ••• • •••
Cam Symmetry ••• • •••
Quiet • ••• •••
Low Maintenance • •• •••
Forgiving •• • •••

Some shooters love one cam.
Other shooters love two cams.
Looks like everyone
will love Cam & 1/2.

www.hoytusa.com

“The consistency, forgiveness,
and tunability of Hoyt’s new
Cam & 1/2 is incredible.” 

- Dave Cousins,
World Champion;
17 World Records 

Hoyt’s Self-Aligning
Yoke System

Ensures continuous,
perfect cam alignment

New Pro Cable
Guard Glide

Reduces string wear
and friction

New Sealed
Ball Bearings
Top & Bottom

Tighter tolerance, less
friction, more consistent

in varying conditions
and never needs

lubricating

Axle to axle: 37 1⁄2”
Brace height: 7 3⁄8”
I.B.O Speed: 308 fps†

TEC Riser Design
Extremely strong yet

lightweight. Eliminates
noise, reduces shock and
provides a more accurate

shooting platform

Dual Locking
Pocket System

Tightest tolerance pocket
in the industry

New Thinner
Ergonomic Grip

Design
Ensures proper grip position

and minimizes torque

Sims® Limb Savers

3/4” Split Limb
Technology

Most durable limb on
the market. 3/4” design

provides for the best
lateral and torsional

stability of any limb in
the industry

Stainless Steel
Stabilizer Bushing

New Stealth
Draw Dampener
Provides for a whisper

quiet draw

UltraTec

**Patent pending. †I.B.O. speeds based on 70 lb. 30” draw.
For performance based on your setup, see your Hoyt dealer.
(Bow manufactured under one or more of the following
patent numbers: 5,682,871; 5,720,267; 4,957,094)
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E d i t o r i a l
A Moving Story!
We’ve up and packed up the world headquarters of Archery Focus magazine
and moved . . . about a mile from our old place. (Our new address is avail-
able in the column to the left and other places throughout this issue.) Our
new place has more room for the magazine (and for us) so we are very happy
with our new home. It doesn’t mean the transition was without problems!
When Claudia was setting up the new office she plugged in a brand new
surge protector and Wham! . . . sparks flew. There went the surge protector,
a fax machine, two brand new phones, and the power supplies on three com-
puters! Turns out the guy who wired the room was not only non-union, but
nonsensical, too. Our trusty office staff (Claudia) and computer technician
(Claudia) got everything running in less than a week. She is amazing!

I can hear you thinking, “That’s why my last issue was late!” Nope, we’ve
explained this several times before, but we have new subscribers, so here we
go again. In order to keep your subscription cost down we have the maga-
zine delivered “bulk rate.” This translates roughly into “whenever the postal
carrier can fit it into his or her vehicle/schedule.” In terms of time it can be
anywhere from several days to more than three weeks! We apologize for the
delays. We know you look forward to the magazine every month but we are
convinced you would rather save $- per subscription than have a definite
delivery date.

We’ve gotten a number of inquiries about cover photos, specifically about
how you get your photo onto our cover. The simplest way is to email us with
a low resolution JPEG of your photo. If we are interested, we will ask you to
submit a high resolution image. This can be a slide, a print, or even an elec-
tronic file. (We will return any flat material you send by return mail.) If you
submit electronically, please note that the cover is taller than it is wide. If you
send a photo that is wider than it is tall, it is hard to make it fit. Also, you
need to have a fairly high-end camera to take a photo that will blow up to
over 8 x 10 (at least 5 megapixels). We can do a lot electronically, but adding
definition to a photo is iffy at best.

Oh, if we select your photo for the cover, you will get a photo credit and
a check! (Okay, it is a small check but it’s better than just a credit!)

I hope you enjoy this issue, and Claudia and I wish you all the best in the
coming new year!

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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The majority of modern archers shoot fixed pin
sights of some sort, usually including fiber-optic
aiming pins which absorb daylight and transmit
this illusion to the tip, making a bright, highly vis-
ible, aiming system. These pins are like rare gold
coins during those low light shots at dawn and
dusk when animals really seem to move. All you
have to do is hold steady and let go.

Look at the sight system of any number of
bowhunters and you’ll notice significant differ-
ences. Some hunters opt to carry only one or
two fixed pins pre-set at distances like 20 and 30
yards. Other hunters go for far more than that,
extending their shooting range outwards further
to like 40 yards and maybe even 50 and 60 yards
for some crack shots. It’s all a matter of personal
preference. Some archers fuss that one or two
pins is all you will ever need and the next guy
says he doesn’t want to be that limited. How do
you fall in between the two?

One/Two Aiming Pins
Whitetail fanatics fall into this category. They
can readily predict and determine where their
shots are going to be within a couple yards or so.
Most often 20 yards is pushing it in the tight
cover whitetails love to hug during daylight
hours. Spot-and-stalk western hunters never get
it so good. Shots vary considerably with this
type of hunting. Thirty, forty, and fifty yard
shots are not unusual. One benefit of having
only one or two sight pins is the sheer simplici-
ty of it. Beginning bowhunters will benefit from
this the most. The fewer sight pins you have to
look at, the less confusion you find during the

actual art of aiming.
One to two sight pins work superbly if you

have no plans to take shots past 30 to 35 yards
(Tight woods whitetail hunters rarely do.). Set
one pin for 25 yards, the other for 35-yards. The
first sight pin set for 25 yards, even with a mod-
est bow-and-arrow setup will allow you to hit a
deer’s 8-inch vitals every time from 5 to 25
yards. Set the second sight pin dead-on at 35
yards and anywhere in between 25 and 35 yards

split the pins on the target. That’s fairly simplis-
tic and you can’t go wrong with the setup if you
don’t plan to shoot past these ranges. One to two
sight pins cause little confusion but still allow
you to cover a fair amount of ground.

Three/Four/Five Aiming Pins
If you want to extend your maximum shooting
distances out further to something like 40 andB
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Jason Butler

AIMING PINS—
H o w  M a n y  D o  Y o u  N e e d ?

This sight has three set aiming pins affixed.
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50 yards you’ll need additional sight pins. Forty and 50-
yard target shots will freak some people out. Others, who
shoot fair at these ranges, won’t be able to transfer their
target-type groups into the field, where adrenaline rules
the day. Long range shooting advocates usually sport
somewhere between 3 to 5 sight pins, again keeping
them set at 10-yard increments. Twenty, thirty, forty,
fifty, and sixty yards is a typical 5-pin setup.

Don’t scoff at a bowhunter who has a 60-yard pin. It
doesn’t necessarily mean that he is going to loose an
arrow at an animal that far. Many times long range
bowhunting buffs will keep a 60-yard pin in place
because they practice religiously with it on the range. In
turn, they’re not being boastful; they’re simply bumping
up their chances at pinpoint accuracy with a common
30-yard shot through the roof.

Increasing Your Skill
Increasing your long range shooting skill takes time and
concentrated effort. Nobody should try to shoot farther
than they think they are physically and mentally capable
of. It’s not for everybody. Fine tuning long range ability
should never be taken lightly either. It requires hard work
coupled with the right hand/eye coordination to see best
results. I believe a good shot is both born and made.
There’s nothing better than God-given talent, and
archery is certainly no exception. Then you have to build
from that. As said, it takes work, but it’s certainly attain-
able for the passionate archer.

Conservative archers think shots past 30 yards
should be considered a sin. They shake their heads in dis-
may at the mere thought, claiming it’s too risky and

nobody should even attempt it. This is baloney. It all
begins in the off season. What you do in the off season
affects your ability and judgment during the season. I say
if an experienced archer practices past point-blank range
regularly all year long, holds fine-tuned equipment, and
uses an accurate rangefinder, he’s earned the right to
stretch his limits.

It all boils down to what floats your boat as a
bowhunter. If you have limited time to tune and shoot,
keeping it inside 20 to 30 yards makes good sense. If
you’re a dedicated, multi-talented archer planning on
pursuing western game from the ground, or even white-
tails in semi-open terrain where shots are commonly past
30 and 40 yards, you’re best served by taking the time to
learn the ropes of archery’s basics. Things such as shoot-
ing style, breathing, kill zones, and proper broadhead
tuning need to be mastered, and then hopefully you will
be able to carry this over into your hunting.

This sight carries five separate pins set from 20 yards (top) to 60 yards
(bottom). This assortment of distances allows you to cover various shots in
myriad terrains.

Aiming pins should be marked and checked periodically to ensure they
have not moved.

Continued on the Next Page
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Conclusion
Sight pins are set and used for one purpose—range. You
may have one pin, I may have three, and my neighbor
may have six. Keep no more sight pins on your bow than
you feel comfortable with and with which you can main-
tain a positive outlook. If you feel compelled to strength-
en your skill and hope to add an additional sight pin or
two to your current bow, make plans to do so. Practice
several days a week all summer long. Keep sessions short
(30 minutes maximum), allowing full concentration on
attaining your goal. 

If you’re all giggles with your one or two sight pins
then that’s all-good too. Take a minute some time to real-
ly think about how many sight pins you need. Make a
decision and go from there. The off season is the time to
come clean about it because you can always add one or
take one away. Then hopefully, after a while, every pin set
on your bow will have a purpose, in turn making you
more confident in your bow and your skills!

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and
photographer who lives in Richmond, VA. As
much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.

Continued from the Previous Page

Practicing at targets is a great way to become intimately
familiar with your aiming pins and sight systems.
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The mind is like a submarine. The Conscious Mind
is the periscope/sonar system. It is the eyes and ears of
the boat as it gathers the information for decision
making. The captain depends on this information to
determine where the boat will go next. The
Subconscious is the engine. It is nuclear powered
and capable of attaining anything with training
and time. How fast and far the boat travels is deter-
mined by the throttle/brake system on that engine,
and that is the Self Image. Your Self Image, made up
of your habits and your attitudes, makes you “act
like you.” It determines how fast and far you go
toward your goals.

Every person has a special way of behaving in
accordance with their Self Image. Some people
like to get up early. It is like them. Others like to
get up late. Some people think they are good at
math. Some people think that speaking before a
group will likely terrify them. Some people hope
they can win. Some people expect to win.

It is like us to operate within certain parame-
ters. We call this our comfort-zone. The Self Image
defines the upper and lower limits of the comfort-
zone. As long as we operate within our comfort-
zone the Self Image is content to leave us alone
because it is like us to behave within this region. If,
however, we start scoring lower than our limit, the
Self Image will provide us with extra power to
improve until we are back within the zone.
Likewise, if we are scoring better than our upper
limit, the Self Image tends to limit us or slow us
down until we are back in the comfort-zone.

Here is an example. You might begin a tour-

nament well above your average for the first few
ends, only to have the last few ends score well
below your typical score. The total is within your
comfort-zone. The Self Image is doing the cor-
recting when this occurs. This experience is often
frustrating to the shooter because the beginning
performance looks so good to them. 

Beginning shooters tend to have comfort-
zones that are quite wide, with the upper and

lower levels not well defined. As the shooter
improves in skill and these limits become more
predictable, the upper and lower limits should
begin to be closer to one another. Elite shooters
strive for consistency in tournament scoring with
very small comfort-zones. When your score is
well below where you expect it to be in a compe-
tition, one place to look for answers is the Self
Image.

There is good news and bad news ahead. The bad
news is that your performance and your Self
Image are almost always equal. If you do not like
your score there is a good chance that you need to
change your Self Image. 

There is more bad news.

Lanny Bassham
M

ental Skills

Self Image 
Demystified

“We’d prefer that someone
else be the problem

instead of me, 
anything but me.”

Continued on the Next Page
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The Self Image resists
change.

This is actually a good
thing. If you changed too easi-
ly you would love your spouse
one day and not like her/him
the next. The good news is that Self Image can change
,but I admit it is not easy.

The problem for most of us is that we know some-
thing has to change for our score to improve; we just do
not want it to be us. We’d prefer that our problem would
be solved by buying that new release. We’d prefer that, if
we read another book or took another lesson, we would
change. We’d prefer that someone else be the problem
instead of me, anything but me. But, no one can change
your Self Image for you. You have to do it yourself and
the first step is to admit that you are the problem.

So, once you have decided to change, how do you do
it? You can try the most common method used by frus-
trated archers that is certain to make you even more frus-
trated—just shoot more arrows. That is a good way to
change your Subconscious mind, but it will not change
Self Image. Shooting more doesn’t always improve Self

Image, but imprinting the feel
of a good performance always
does. The Self Image you have
now got that way somehow.
Doesn’t it make sense that you
would have to change it the

same way? You change it through imprinting. Every time
we shoot a ten we imprint a ten. This is called an envi-
ronmental imprint. Your environment gives you an
indelible imprint every time you shoot. When you shoot
a non-ten (I don’t like the words nine or eight. Bad
imprint.), you have just improved the chances of shoot-
ing another in the future. It has become “like you” to
shoot that non-ten. 

Every time you shoot you risk getting a non-ten and
getting a bad imprint. However, you can imagine a ten
with 100% accuracy. An imagined imprint is still an
indelible imprint. Now, I will admit that a ten in a big
competition tends to have a stronger imprint than an
imagined imprint, but which is easier for you to do? We
can imprint thousands of imagined perfect shots with
100% chance that they will be tens. All it takes is a little
knowledge of how to do it correctly and a lot of effort.

“Shooting more doesn’t
always improve Self Image

but, imprinting the 
feel of a good performance

always does.”

Archery 

News
Archery Know-How

The Official Magazine of the NAA! 
Events • Scores • People. 

All the news of the U.S. Archery scene.
Only available to members of 

The NAA / USA Archery.
Join at www.USArchery.org.

Every Article Helps You 
Become a Better Archer!

Form • Technique • Equipment
Mental Skills • Coaching • Training
Subscribe at www.archeryfocus.com

or call ..

Continued from the Previous Page 
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My experience has been that
the method of imprinting that is
used affects the amount of Self
Image change. Visualization is
not as effective in changing Self
Image as is rehearsal. Okay, what
is the difference between visualization and rehearsal?
Most shooters understand visualization to mean seeing
(in your mind’s eye) what you are actually seeing when
you perform an action. I have even used the term in my
work. Many shooters are concerned that they cannot
seem to get a sharp picture and do not really see clearly
when they try to visualize. I don’t think that clarity mat-
ters. In fact, it is not what you see that is important but
what you feel. Rehearse the feeling of shooting a good
shot. Don’t try to see it. Try to feel it. What does it feel
like to shoot a really good shot? When you rehearse in
this way you avoid having to clearly visualize and you
reinforce the non-visual aspects of the shot as well.

Another factor is when you rehearse. The best times to
imprint are just before and just after shooting. Rehearse
shooting a good shot both before and after actually
shooting. This causes three imprints on each shot and
two of them are guaranteed to be tens. Not only does this
greatly improve the chance of a better score, but it caus-
es the Self Image to grow at the same time. There is a
huge cumulative effect to doing this. Can you imagine if
you did this on every shot for an entire shooting season?
What an advantage! So, why do so few shooters do this?
I believe it is because it takes extra effort and most shoot-
ers just are not willing to work that hard to win. That is
good news as well, because if you are willing to expend
the mental energy you have an advantage on those that
are not that dedicated.

One more thing to consider is that we imprint con-
tinually. The Self Image cannot tell the difference
between past, present, or future events as far as imprint-
ing is concerned. Each time you recall an experience, the
Self Image imprints it again as a new event. If you think
about a problem you had in the past, the Self Image
imprints it again as if it has just happened. If you imag-
ine a future event, your Self Image imprints it as occur-
ring now. You are in control of the imprinting process. I
won the Olympics thousands of times through imprint-
ing in the years prior to winning a Gold medal. Imprint
anything you want to happen and you have improved
your chances of doing it.

Be careful not to think about anything that you do
not wish to have happen. Do that and you imprint it as
“being like you.” Most shooters worry that they will per-

form poorly in some part of their
game. This normally intensifies
just prior to a big competition.
What a mistake! Keep your mind
only on what you want to have
happen. If you catch yourself

worrying, say “I don’t go there anymore.”
Changing a Self Image that is keeping you from

reaching your goals may be the most important skill you
will ever learn. I believe that you can change any attitude
or habit you do not want. You should experience a cor-
responding change in performance when the Self Image
changes. Here is how to do it in four steps.

First, you must be willing to change. Our Self Image
does not respond to the changes others want us to make.
You must decide for yourself and you must choose to do
it now. 

Second, you must identify specifically the habits and/or
attitudes that you need to change. Be specific. For example,
“I’m looking for a solution to worrying about shooting
below my average in the days just before a competition.”

Third, you must identify a new Self Image that is in
direct conflict with your old one. For example, “I only
think about what I want to have happen concerning up-
coming competitions.”

Fourth, you exchange the old Self Image for the desired
one by only imprinting the new attitude or habit and try-
ing to eliminate imprinting the old one. In my book, With
Winning in Mind, I explain how to use a Directive
Affirmation to do this in less than 21 days.

Remember, your Self Image is the current state of you. It
is not the final state. Be aware that your Self Image is
evolving in the direction of your imprinting. The better
you control your imprinting, the better captain you will
be of the submarine that is taking you to your goals.

Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
Coach and an Olympic Gold
Medalist. He is a member of the
Olympic Shooting Hall of Fame,
ranks third among all shooters in
total international medal count
for the USA and is one of the most
respected mental trainers in the
world.  His book With Winning
in Mind and his Mental
Management® concepts are used
and endorsed by Olympian and
World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
or at www.lannybassham.com. M
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“In fact, it is not what
you see that is important,

but what you feel.
Rehearse the feeling of
shooting a good shot.”
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In archery articles it is often stressed how important
the front of centre (FOC) of an arrow is in getting
nice tight arrow groups. Archers spend a lot of
money buying arrows with expensive carbon shafts
and even more expensive barrelled shafts, with the
main aim of getting a higher FOC arrow. The pur-
pose of this article is to explain the basics of why
arrow front of centre is such an important property.

First off, what do we mean by front of centre?
FOC is a way of telling you where the centre of
gravity of the arrow is. More precisely, FOC is
the distance the arrow centre of gravity (COG) is
in front of the centre of the arrow shaft, expressed
as a percentage of the length of the arrow.
Mathematically, if the COG is a distance X  for-
wards of the centre of an arrow shaft of length L,
then the FOC = 100X/L. The formula for FOC
is often presented in a more complicated way, but
it amounts to the same thing. 

If you launch an arrow in a vacuum with the
correct direction, speed, and angle, then it will
hit the middle of the target. Do the same in air
and the arrow will proba-
bly miss. Aerodynamic
drag effects on the arrow
are the bane of the archer’s
life. These drag effects are
determined by how the
arrow leaves the bow
(including how the archer
shoots the bow), the physical properties of the
arrow, and external effects like wind. Front of
centre is an important physical property of the
arrow because it directly determines the drag
characteristics of the arrow shaft and indirectly
affects the drag on the arrow pile (point) and

fletchings.
To understand FOC requires looking at how

drag acts on the shaft of an arrow, so let’s try a
few simple experiments. If you balance an arrow
on your finger (with the pile pointing to your
left) then the arrow COG is at the contact point
of the arrow with the finger. If with a second fin-
ger you push the arrow upwards between the pile
and the balance point, then the effect is that the
arrow rotates in a clockwise direction (from your
point of view). Do the same thing, pushing the
arrow upwards somewhere between the balance
point and the nock, and the arrow rotates in an
anti-clockwise direction. This is exactly the same
as the effect of drag on each small section of the
arrow shaft. Drag on the shaft between the pile
and the COG rotates the arrow in one direction,
and the drag on the shaft between the COG and
the nock rotates the arrow in the opposite direc-
tion. Again, with the arrow balanced on your fin-
ger, give the shaft a hard push upwards with a
second finger at different points to the rear of the
COG to get a feel for where the point is about

which the arrow rotates.
What you find is that, first-
ly, the rotation point is
always somewhere the
other side of the COG at
which you are pushing,
and secondly, the nearer
the point you push the

arrow is to the COG the further away is the point
about which the arrow rotates. As a final experi-
ment, rest the arrow on two fingers placed equal
distances either side of the COG and push
upwards equally with both fingers. There is no
arrow rotation, the arrow as a whole movesR
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“Aerodynamic drag
effects on the arrow are

the bane of the 
archer’s life.”
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upwards. Each finger is trying to rotate the arrow in
opposite directions, but as the rotations cancel each other
out the arrow moves as a whole.

Suppose you break the arrow shaft down into lots of
thin ring shaped sections, all with the same length. In
flight, the air flow across the shaft will generate a differ-
ent drag force on each shaft section in a direction at 90
degrees to the axis of the section. The drag force is dif-
ferent on each section because of the effects of fishtail-
ing/porpoising, arrow vibration, and the diameter of the
arrow may vary (as would be the case with a barrelled
shaft). Just like your finger, the drag force on each ele-
ment will act to rotate the arrow with a corresponding
axis of rotation. The drag on each section of the shaft
generates a turning moment, or torque, on the arrow
equal to the drag force multiplied by the distance to the
rotation axis. That is, the moment for each section will
be f x d, where f is the drag force and d the distance to
the rotation axis for that section.

Suppose you go along the shaft, starting from the
front, adding up the turning moments from each shaft
section in turn. From the front of the shaft to the centre
of gravity the total turning moment will keep increasing

as you add in a new section because the arrow rotation
directions are all the same. Once you start adding in the
turning moments from shaft sections to the rear of the
centre of gravity, the total turning moment starts to
decrease, as the rotation for these sections are in the
opposite direction. You will eventually reach a shaft sec-
tion where the total turning moment has reduced back to
zero. The turning moment on the shaft from the front of
the arrow to the COG is exactly balanced by the turning
moment from the COG to the point on the shaft we’ve
reached so far. This is the same situation as our ‘two fin-
ger’ experiment. All the drag force on the shaft to the
point reached so far acts to move the arrow as a whole

and does not result in any rotation of the arrow. This
overall drag force can be represented as a single force (the
total drag on this length of shaft) which acts through the
arrow centre of gravity.

Continued on the Next Page

“In principle, as regards
arrow groups for target
archery, the higher the

arrow FOC, the better.”

“The only downside to a 
higher front of centre is that

there is less drag acting
upwards on the arrow keeping

it up in the air.”
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Starting again, you now add up all the turning
moments from each shaft section from the point reached
so far to the end of the shaft. You end up with a total
turning moment. You can represent this total turning
moment as the total drag force on this section of shaft
acting at the point which gives you the right distance to
the rotation axis such that the total force times this dis-
tance equals the actual total turning moment. The point
on the shaft where you get this equality is known as the
Centre of Pressure (COP).

To sum up the overall drag on an arrow shaft can be
represented by  two forces, one acting through the COG
which moves the arrow and one acting through the
Centre of Pressure which acts to rotate the arrow. Add
the magnitude of these two forces together and they
equal the magnitude of the total drag on the arrow shaft.

As a (reasonable) approximation, if we assume that the
drag force on each shaft section is the same we can get a
picture of how FOC affects the drag properties of an
arrow. If you take the distance from the front of the shaft
to the COG and double it, then the drag on this length
of shaft acts to move the arrow and the drag on the
remaining length of shaft acts to rotate the arrow. In this
case, the fraction of the total drag
that rotates the arrow is FOC/50
and the fraction that moves the
arrow is 1 – FOC/50. For example,
with a 10% front of centre arrow,
20% (10/50 = 20%) rotates the
arrow and 80% of the shaft drag (1
– 10/50 = 80%) moves the arrow.
With a 20% front of centre arrow,
40% of the shaft drag (20/50 =
40%) rotates the arrow and 60% (1
– 20/50 = 60%) moves the arrow.

The basic importance of front of centre can now be
seen. The overall shaft drag is split between drag that
moves the arrow and drag that rotates the arrow. The
higher the FOC value, the lower the proportion of the
total drag on the shaft that goes into moving the arrow
(a bad effect) and the higher the proportion that goes
into rotating the arrow (a good effect). One factor which
makes you miss the target is drag that moves the arrow
away from the correct line of flight. The higher the FOC,
the less the arrow will be displaced from the correct flight
direction via two mechanisms. First, a lower proportion
of the total drag on the shaft acts to move the arrow (and
there is less total drag on the shaft in the first place). The
second mechanism is explained below.

An important factor which affects the total drag on the
arrow shaft is the angle between the air flow direction
and the surface of the shaft. (For example, imagine hold-
ing a square of cardboard up at different angles in a
wind.) The drag force depends on the square of the Sine
of this angle. So, for example, if  this angle increases from
1 degree to 2 degrees, the drag on the shaft would
increase by a factor of around four. The total shaft drag
force is therefore very sensitive to this angle. As the FOC

increases, the turning moment
from drag on the shaft also
increases. And, as the FOC
increases, the distance from the
COG to the fletchings can get big-
ger, which increases the turning
moment from fletching drag. The
larger the turning moment, the
faster the arrow will rotate and,
overall, the straighter it will fly. As
a result, the angle between the air
flow and the shaft surface will,

Continued from the Previous Page

“For a given arrow
shaft, increasing the pile

weight increases the
FOC, but the arrow

overall becomes heavier
and, hence, slower out

of the bow.”
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with a higher FOC, in general be lower, hence there will
be less drag in total on the arrow shaft, hence less drag
moving the arrow off line.

In principle, as regards arrow groups for target
archery, the higher the arrow FOC, the better. A higher
FOC, all other things being equal, will also reduce the
wind drift effect on an arrow, for the same reasons. The
limitations in how high an FOC you can have are that
you have to be able to shoot the arrow from the bow
without it snapping, and you need to be able to tune the
bow. The heavier the arrow is, the lower the speed at
which it leaves the bow. As far as shooting/tuning the
bow is concerned, the FOC limit is determined by the
shaft stiffness-to-mass ratio. The higher this ratio, the
higher the FOC you can have. Carbon arrows can have a
higher FOC than aluminium arrows because, for a given
stiffness, the carbon shaft is lighter. A barrel shaped shaft
is stiffer than a straight shaft of the same mass, hence you
can have a higher FOC. For a given arrow shaft, increas-
ing the pile weight increases the FOC, but the arrow
overall becomes heavier and, hence, slower out of the
bow. At some point the loss of arrow speed will start to
outweigh the benefits of a higher FOC.

The only downside to a higher front of centre is that
because the arrow flies straighter, with reduced fishtail-
ing/porpoising, the overall drag on the arrow pile will be
increased and the reduced drag on the shaft means that
there is less drag acting upwards on the arrow, keeping it
up in the air. As a consequence, increasing the arrow

front of centre (all other factors remaining the same) will
result in the arrow hitting lower on the target. For target
archers, having to raise the bow a bit more is not an
issue—accuracy is everything. However, a higher front of
centre will reduce the maximum range of an arrow, so for
flight (distance) shooting a higher front of centre is a dis-
advantage.

Note If you enjoyed this article you can learn more about
the physics of archery at Joe Tapley’s web site http://home-
page.ntlworld.com/joetapley/ Editor

The $. fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders 
must include an extra $. shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘, ‘, and ‘ World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US$.

 Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA , phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“

Archery Focus magazine

Joe Tapley is 55, married with three children, and lives in
Uxbridge, U.K. His two periods of archery as an activity can be
classified as pre– and post– young family. He shoots Olympic
recurve bow on a purely recreational basis (or put another way, he
lacks the willpower to do the level of practice required to become
competitive). His interest in the mechanics of archery (i.e. how do
things work) arises from a general background in science/engi-
neering.
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re Archery is a unique sport. One only has to look

at the incredible diversity of its participants to
prove the fact that archery is a sport unlike all
others. All degrees of wealth, race, religion and
sex can be found at nearly every tournament,
and that is only in the United States. Archery
may be one of the only sports I know where any-
one who likes may attend the national champi-
onships and shoot just a short distance away
from previous world champions, Olympic
medalists, or world record holders. This, in itself,
presents an interesting environment for our
younger shooters because it allows them to meet,
talk to, and even shoot with their role models. If
you play little league, it’s not exactly like one can
go and play catch with the likes of John Smoltz
or Curt Shilling.

Just within the United States, archery offers
an incredible opportunity for teenagers to
travel around the country and develop a vast
array of friends and contacts. The constant
traveling to tournaments does require one to
take on a serious financial burden, especially
so if one has to have the latest and greatest
equipment available. However, this again is
where archery redeems itself. Archery draws
such special people to its ranks that these peo-
ple will then make enormous efforts simply to
go to tournaments and fling sticks into the air
for a few hours. While still participating in the

junior category, a good friend of mine would
often scrimp and save his pennies for months
at a time, spend all of it on bus tickets, and
travel 20 hours on a bus, by himself, to shoot
in tournaments. If that just doesn’t make you
love archery, I don’t know what will. Without
archery, I would never have met him or any of
the other incredible people I have met all
around the world.

At the recreational level, archery allows its
participants to travel all around the United
States. However, if one practices hard enough
and makes one of the national or world teams,
that is where the global community of archery
truly opens up. Every year the venues of both
the Junior World Championships and the
World Championships switch to someplace
new. Every year there is a new opportunity to
travel around the globe, see things most only
dream about, and even go and fling a few
arrows in your spare time. 

For our younger generation, the Junior
World Championships is the best way to expe-
rience this new global community. I have been
fortunate enough to make a few of these teams
and travel all over the world to do something
I love. The shooting is fun and exciting, but
the people that you meet and the relationships
you make will last a lifetime. I still remain in
contact with people I have met from Australia,

T h e  G l o b a l  C o m m u n i t y  o f

Tyler Benner

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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the Czech Republic, France, and many other coun-
tries. Yes, the World Championships is extremely
competitive, and I may be naïve to say that nearly all
of us, in some form or another, are friends, but I don’t
think it is naïve. Perhaps language barriers or a com-
mon ground of being thousands of miles from “home”
helps to bring everyone closer together. Whatever it is,
archery truly does take people from all backgrounds
and unite them on the common ground of sport.

With most other sports, traveling is driving for an
hour. Rivalries are formed between towns, and the
state championship title is the most coveted prize.
With archery, none of this holds true. I personally
have never witnessed any sort of a fight or conflict at
an archery tournament. Be the unlucky person to suf-
fer an equipment failure and you will instantly find
dozens of people offering tools or a helping hand to get
you back on the shooting line. There are few other sports
that can boast this same camaraderie, this same sense of
a community. I have found archers to be some of the
most helpful, diverse, and most sincere people I have ever
met.

Thus we find ourselves realizing, of all the lessons we
learn playing this great sport, that many of them are real-
ized away from the shooting line. Many of these lessons
are even learned off the practice field. It is these connec-
tions, these relationships, and these experiences we share
that makes archery special. The citizens of the largest

cities and the smallest hovels form our community. We
all have funny accents, and no one ever calls soda, pop,
or Coke the same thing. It is with great pride that I can
boast that the community of my sport is formed by the
people of the world.

Tyler B. Benner is a high school student living in
Manheim, PA. His most recent accomplishments are
becoming a member of the  Jr. United States Archery
Team, and finishing in th place
at the Junior World Champion-
ships, Nymburk, Czech Republic
in . In the same year he set
records at the JOAD nationals at
 ( points) and  (
points) meters.
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Once a year members of the Grand National
Archery Society (GNAS) get together for the Grand
Western Archery Meeting or ‘Dunster Week’ and
enjoy a week of outdoor archery, with days put aside
for target, clout, longbow only, etc., in the grounds
of Dunster Castle in Somerset. This year’s event was
held in mid June, as usual, on the Wednesday of
which week was held the “longbow only” event,
fairly recently reintroduced, with medals kindly
provided by the British Longbow Society.

The meeting has been running since 1861, hav-
ing travelled around the region, then was held at
Dunster in 1955, and ended up staying. The
round shot is a double-ended ‘Western,’ this
being four dozen arrows at 60 yds and four
dozen at 50 yds. The setting for the week’s shoot-
ing is in the rolling grounds of Dunster Castle,
by kind permission of the National Trust, the
owners. (The former owners, the Luttrell family,
still live nearby, having handed the property over
to the National Trust in 1976 to be kept for the
nation. One of the Luttrell family, Lady
Hermione, is still the Lady Paramount, having
taken over the role from her mother in 1973, her
service as Lady Paramount being possibly the
longest continuous stint ever in England.)

The castle is one of the finest examples in
the country of a 13th century castle, incorporat-
ing a 17th century mansion, and is at the centre

of the tiny, picturesque hamlet named after it,
complete with a 18th century working watermill,
which is on the site of the mill recorded in 1086
in the Domesday book. So the site has a bit of
history behind it, as it were.

It had been a fine start to the day, with the sun
rising at 4:30 AM, so by the time we had arrived
at the castle at noon, it was hot, a rare treat
indeed. The double-ended target line, with the
flags atop each of the circular bosses fluttering in
the breeze, with the castle as a back drop, looked
as English as could be.

Slowly, over the next hour and a half, archers
started appearing with their longbows, many in
costume, many others dressed in their own
unique variation of the green and white shooting

One of 
Those Days In England
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colours of GNAS. Then,
half an hour before the
start, there was a flurry of
activity as assembly start-
ed and order was brought
to the mass. This year
saw the total numbers of
archers shooting reach
201, a significant land-
mark.

The history attached
to the event started to
show as archers went to
their allocated targets. The first target was The Presidents
and the next was the Royal Toxophilite Societies, and so
on until all were dealt with.

The first archers stepped up to the line as the clock
in the castle sounded 2 PM, but by this time, a cross
wind had picked up and it meant the far end of the line
was having to aim at a tree to hit the target. Previous vis-
itors sighed at the luck of the draw. Anyone new on the
target had to work it out quickly, as no binoculars are
allowed for spotting.

Those who had stepped up to the line were starting
to shoot, in pairs, three arrows each, and thus began a
series of brief arrow storms as the line kept shooting for
between five and ten minutes. A truly amazing sight, the
air not thick with arrows as it was at the clout shoots we
had attended, such as Finsbury Mark, but steady and
relentless, giving one an idea of the harassing effect of the
medieval archer’s power.

A whistle blowing announced the final shot of the
first end; the archers then all marched forward to find
and score their arrows. This was followed shortly by
looks of disbelief as many saw they had not scored or
even hit the boss, bringing back memories of my time
shooting the longbow, particularly in
the wind.

The second end was shot more
intently, with little change in the
results, the main difference being
that as it was shot slightly downhill,
the first end having been shot slight-
ly uphill, most of the second end
‘misses’ went over the top of the tar-
gets. This was instantly visible when
looking at the target numbers above
the bosses, as some had three (or
more) arrows in them, which did at
least show that the archers had ‘a

good line.’ (How often
we’ve all heard that over the
years as a comforter when
we missed. )

As the event took its course
a pattern was emerging in
the way the archers stepped
up to the shooting line and
the result at the other end;
some were getting it sorted
quickly, whilst others were
having more problems as

the day progressed.
The scoring was straightforward and was a throw-

back to the days of the bow as significant weapon of war.
This was the way the placings were decided—first place
went to highest number of golds (best at killing individ-
uals in battle), second place was highest number of hits
(best at inflicting wounds/kills per arrow), and third
being the highest score (best all rounder), with a provi-
sion that no person can win more than a single award.

One of the more recent traditions also became evident as
the shoot neared the half way break point—the cream
teas. For those who have never had a real cream tea, an
explanation is due. There is, of course, the cup of tea, but
the main ingredients are scones with strawberry jam
(jelly) and a heart-stopping lump of clotted cream,
topped off at Dunster by a bowl of fresh local strawber-
ries with more clotted cream.

Clotted cream is a peculiarly English delicacy— very
rich cream that has been churned until it is just about to
turn to butter. I would imagine the U.S. Surgeon
General would make the sale of it illegal in America, as
the stuff has so much fat in it, but it tastes wonderful.
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I mention the cream teas during the shooting
because some archers who weren’t having a ‘good day’
were peeling off the shooting line and heading for the
refreshment marquee, to at least get ahead of their rivals
in the queue for their teas, Dunster being lucky enough
to have its catering done on site by a dedicated little team
of people who “treat our customers as our friends!” It
shows!

As the first four dozen arrows were finished and the
break became a stampede to the refreshment marquee,
one archer who was shooting very well but consistently
fell short, was informed he had the rounds transposed
and he’d been shooting 50 yds instead of 60 yds.
Sometimes I wonder if Pavlov’s dogs were gifted com-
pared to some humans.

An hour of socialising whilst eating took us to the
start of the second half, which proceeded much as the
first had done, with the exception of one archer who
started hitting for the first time.

The end whistle announced the day’s shooting was over
and the archers variously made their ways to the refresh-
ment marquee or their cars. Seeing a car drive off with a
figure in full Tudor dress at the wheel was something I’ll
always remember. It’s such a pity the photo didn’t come
out.

Thus came to an end “One of those days in
England.” It couldn’t happen elsewhere. If you ever
intend visiting this isle, put Dunster week at the top of
your list. You’ll learn more about the culture and the his-
tory of England in a few hours than you could ever learn
any other way.

Continued From the Previuos Page
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John Carroll and his wife Angie are frequent visitors
to the U.S. (or “the Colonies,” as it were). Both shoot
targets at home in the U.K. as well as when they visit
here. They also enjoy hunting in the U.S. Both write
about archery in England from time to time for This
Magazine.
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The ultimate goal of your archery fitness program is
to build the necessary muscular and cardiorespira-
tory systems to improve your archery skills, your
competitive ability, and your score. Cardiovascular
conditioning is necessary to provide the muscles
used in your archery shot with oxygen and nutri-
tion. The blood vessels also take away the wastes
generated by the muscles, such as lactic acid and
carbon dioxide. An efficient cardiovascular system
is imperative in a competitive archer. Cardiores-
piritory efficiency is developed through consistent
aerobic training.

Advanced archers schedule cardiorespiratory
training into their daily routine. Aim for four to
six days a week with a minimum of sixty minutes
of training per session. 

At this level, it is necessary to have a heart
rate monitor to keep track of how much time
you spend in each heart rate zone. Heart rate
monitors are available from sporting good stores.
Look for a monitor with a programmable feature
and a memory function. Both of these will be
necessary to properly keep track of your cardio
fitness sessions. In addition, you may want to
consider features specific to your cardiovascular
conditioning mode. If you are a swimmer, you
will want to look for a waterproof monitor.
Heart rate monitors are also made with lap time
functions good for runners and fitness walkers.
If you are a cyclist, look for a monitor that com-
bines cycling functions such as speed and revo-
lutions per minute with heart rate memory func-
tions. Some monitors also have the ability to
download each exercise session into your com-
puter. These monitors often come with a fitness

diary software program and additional features
like progress tracking and diagnostics.

Advanced Archery Fitness Program Overview
The intermediate archery fitness program has
prepared you for the higher intensity of the
advanced program. More so than before, it is
imperative that you receive medical clearance to
participate in a fitness program. The exercise
intensity of the advanced program is extremely
high; the program is strenuous. Do not start
your fitness program at this level, complete the
beginner and intermediate levels first (see AFm
Vol. 7 No.s 2 & 4).

The advanced program introduces the con-
cept of cycles to maximize the fitness level for the
competitive archery season. A long cycle, called
a mesocycle, is completed over several months.
Each mesocycle contains several microcycles
designed to optimize your performance in time
for the competitive archery season. The
advanced cardiovascular program consists of one
fitness gain cycle, one maintenance cycle, and
one recovery cycle. 

The cardiovascular program stresses higher
intensity bursts. The target heart rate range for
these bursts is 85-90% of heart rate max.
Maintain this level for 2-3 minutes and then
reduce to a recovery heart rate of 60-65%. The
recovery rate is maintained for 1-2 minutes. The
sustained heart rate is 70-80% of heart rate max.
The sustained heart rate is the rate you should
maintain after your warm-up and when you are
not in an intensity burst or a recovery period.
Each cardiovascular exercise period should be
maintained for 45-60 minutes. Schedule a car-

An Advanced 
Archery Training Program
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dio period 4-6 times a week. The table below gives the
outline of a typical GAIN cardiovascular program:

Minutes Heart Rate
5 Warm-up - Heart Rate up to 55%
5 Sustained Rate - 70-80%
2 Intensity Burst - 85-90%
2 Recovery - 60-65%
6 Sustained
3 Intensity Burst
1 Recovery
8 Sustained
3 Intensity Burst
1 Recovery
3 Sustained
3 Intensity
2 Recovery
4 Sustained
3 Intensity
1 Recovery
3 Sustained
5 Cool down–

return heart rate to below 55%

The second phase is the maintenance cycle. Perform 45-
60 minutes of cardiovascular exercise 5-6 times a week. A
sample fitness MAINTENANCE cycle cardiovascular
program is as follows:

Minutes Heart Rate
5 Warm up - up to 55%

10 Sustained - 70-80%
2 Intensity Burst - 85-90%
2 Recovery - 60-65%
10 Sustained
2 Intensity
2 Recovery
10 Sustained
3 Intensity
2 Recovery
7 Sustained
5 Cool down–

return heart rate to below 55%
The RECOVERY cycle cardiovascular program consists
of 45 minutes of cardio exercise 4-5 times a week.
Maintain a heart rate of 65-80% throughout the exercise
period. 

The table below lays out one cardiovascular mesocycle
consisting of sixteen weeks:

Continued on the Next Page
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Weeks Program
1-3 GAIN
4 RECOVERY
5-7 GAIN
8 RECOVERY
9-12 MAINTENANCE
13 GAIN
14 MAINTENANCE
15-16 RECOVERY

The cardiovascular mesocycle can be repeated one after
another in the competitive off season. Schedule your
final mesocycle to conclude the week before your first
competition. During the competitive season, microcycles
consisting of one week of gain, followed by the appro-
priate weeks of maintenance, ending in a week of recov-
ery leading up to a competition should maintain the
conditioning the archer gained in the off season mesocy-
cles.

Advanced Strength Training
The advanced strength training program consists of a
mesocycle similar to the cardiovascular cycle outlined
above. It is important to remember that the strength
mesocycle and the cardiovascular mesocycle run concur-
rently. The advanced strength mesocycle lasts twelve
weeks before it repeats. The strength cycle ends with a
week of rest. This is the week of competition. 

The advanced strength program combines a stan-
dard weight program divided into GAIN, ENDUR-
ANCE, and MAINTENANCE cycles. In order to prop-
erly perform these programs, you will need to have your
one rep max (ORM) measured by a trained professional.
Check with your local university for a qualified fitness
professional. Some health clubs may have qualified pro-
fessionals, but you may also be getting an untrained staff
member. If this series of tests is done improperly, serious
injury can result. You will need an ORM for each mus-
cle group used in the exercises.
• The GAIN exercises use 80-85% of your ORM, 6-8

repetitions per set, 1-2 sets per exercise session. These
exercises will increase muscular strength.

• The ENDURANCE exercises use 50-60% of ORM.
Perform 15-20 repetitions, 3 sets. Each repetition
should be performed slowly and steadily.

• The MAINTENANCE exercises use 60-65% of your
ORM. The number of repetitions is 6-10 repetitions
in 2 sets.

As with all strength exercises, it is necessary to give your
muscles a 24 hour rest period in between exercise ses-
sions. During the exercise session, give each muscle
group at least a five minute break between sets. Rotate

through the exercises by doing an upper body exercise
and then a lower body exercise.

GAIN exercises use extremely heavy weight. Always
use a spotter when lifting this much weight. Learn to
perform each exercise properly. Poor form will lead to
injuries. You may experience some muscle soreness, but
if you have persistent pain stop exercising immediately. If
pain is sharp or does not go away after a day or two of
rest, consult a physician. Always warm up prior to your
strength training session. Perform muscle-specific
stretches in between each set to maximize your workout
session.

The Weight Exercises
Lower Body - Works legs and gluteus. These muscles are
the base muscles. The archery shot starts here.
Free Weight- Squats, plie squats, lunges, calf raises,
Romanian dead lifts
Machine exercises - hamstring curls, leg extensions, leg
presses 

Core - Works abdominals and the lower back. These
muscles are the stabilizer muscles used extensively during
the archery shot.
Crunches, oblique crunches, side crunches - weight
resistance
The Bow, lower back extensions on a lower back
machine

Upper Body - Works the upper back, the chest, the arms,
and the shoulder muscles. These muscles are the power
of the archery shot.
The exercises can be performed on either a machine or
with free weights.
One arm bent row, chest presses, military presses,
upright rows, biceps curls, hammer curls, triceps kick-
backs, “skull crushers,” deltoid raises
Machine exercises - seated row, triceps pulldown, lat
pulldown, bench presses

Rotator Cuff - Works the muscles in the shoulder joint
which stabilize the arm during the archery shot. (See
Archery Focus magazine–Volume 5, Number 2 for specifics
on the following exercises.) These exercises are performed
with a Theraband or light (1-3 pound) weights. These
exercises are not done as GAIN cycle. Always use a light
weight or resistance. Weight can be increased to 5-8
pounds maximum.
1. External Rotation
2. Internal Rotation
3. Inverted Arm Raise
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4. Butterfly - From a standing position, grasp a weight
in each hand. Bend arms 90 degrees at the elbows,
hold arms in front of the face, palms facing in. Open
arms by rotating at the shoulder, keeping elbows
bent until palms are facing out. Return to starting
position.

The Strength Program
Week Program
1-3 GAIN
4-5 MAINTENANCE
6-9 ENDURANCE

10-11 MAINTENANCE
12 REST

Flexibility
A Note on Flexibility The advanced stretching program
should target every muscle group. Yoga is an excellent
choice for a whole body stretching program. Perform 30
minutes of yoga in the morning. Add muscle group
stretches to your strength program. Before bed, choose a
muscle group and perform 3-5 different stretches to
optimize your flexibility. Flexibility exercises should be
performed every day of the week.

Serious competitive archers treat their bodies with the
same care and respect they treat their equipment. They
will schedule each component of their fitness routine
into their training day. A commitment to fitness will
result in more efficient muscle function, which leads to
a stable shot and a higher score.
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Annette Musta is a certified person-
al trainer who owns and operates her
own business, ARH Sports and
Fitness in Pennsylvania. She has been
shooting for  years, but not serious-
ly (she says) until the last seven years.
She has been a professional ballet
dancer (which is why she is known
around the ARCO Training Center
as “the dancer”) and is currently a licensed pilot. She is the
founder and Executive Director of the Pass the Torch
Foundation, which matches school age children with athletes
training for international competition.
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The Variable riser was designed to be as variable
and tunable as possible. Some of the basic design
ideas are not new (OK Sportbogen 1980,
Whitehart 1991), but they are more consistently
implemented. 

Its appearance leaves no one unmoved. Opinions
vary from “beautiful” to “ugly as a sin.” The riser
was designed in Autodesk Inventor and its shape
is purely functional. The designer is Bertil
Olsson, a true veteran archer. He shot his first
arrows in 1950, and had three world records in
1955. After a long career as an electrician and
teacher in electronics and computer technology
he now has time enough to develop his many
ideas, of which the Variable Bow is but one of
many.

The riser is CNC milled from aluminium
SS4212 (ENAW6082). The shape enables no less
than 30 risers to be cut from one sheet of mate-
rial 2000 x 600 x 50 mm with very little waste.
The billets and the triangular holes are cut with a
high pressure (3500 - 4000 kp/cm2) high speed
water jet, mixed with sand. This method has very
little negative influ-
ence on the material
strength (no local
heating, no surface
cracks). The finish is
a dull dark blue or red

anodizing to avoid annoying sun reflexions and
increase the surface hardness.

The FITA Technical Committee considers
the Variable Bow to be a bow, in the sense
described in the FITA rule book, for the Recurve
Division. The committee pointed out that it is
possible to set the plunger bracket for more than
the 40 mm overdraw allowed, and that it is the
archer’s responsibility to pay attention to this.
Furthermore, some safety matters were empha-
sized. The grip must be well fixed and have some
means to prevent it from sliding into the riser,
and the safety brackets to prevent the arrow from
hitting either the riser or the archer’s hand must
be attached if the arrow is short enough to be
drawn past the riser’s edge.

The Variable is primarily intended for Olympic
archery. It does not fulfill the requisites for the
FITA barebow class, as the riser cannot pass the
122 mm ring test. It may be possible to shorten
the grip mounting rod and the plunger bracket
enough; however, their adjustment ranges will be
severely restricted. The designer even tried to rig

the Variable as a com-
pound with excellent
results.

The riser can be
turned over for left
hand or right handE
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Claes Colmeus and Bertil Olsson

The Very
Variable Bow

“Its appearance leaves no one
unmoved. Opinions vary from
“beautiful” to “ugly as a sin.”
a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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shooting. Just move the sight and the
plunger bracket to the other side, turn
the grip half a turn and switch bow
arms. Except for this, the designer has
tried to obtain symmetry, and placed the
V-bar and the longrod right in front of
the pivot point to prevent any horizon-
tal movements from causing vertical
rotation. The long rod is a bit sideways
displaced to somewhat compensate for
the larger than usual asymmetric mass of
the riser. However, this is not enough to
get it completely out of the sight line for
an archer with a weak bow. Either you
must use a rather short long rod, or it
can be mounted with an adapter pointing slightly down.
The Variable, being rather heavy, is very stable even with
a short stabilizer.

Brace height and draw length, using the standard
terms, have no real significance when the grip can be
moved at will. To get a reasonable starting point for the
brace height, within the limb maker’s recommendations,
mount the grip with 40+5
mm sleevings on the rod,
bringing the pivot point to
about 40 mm from the limb
pockets, giving the bow a
conventional geometry. After
adjusting the string length to
obtain the recommended brace height, you can move the
grip and/or the plunger bracket positions to vary the
draw length, the bow weight or the arrow length. The
limbs will always work at their optimum setting, as long
as the string length is unchanged. 

The tuning parameters and ranges of the Variable Bow
are extensive; therefore, it may be difficult to find a rea-
sonable starting point. A conventional bow has a fixed
plunger position, a fixed arrow rest position, and the
draw length is given by the archer.
The Variable has a plunger and
rest bracket that is adjustable hor-
izontally and vertically, and the
grip position will decide the
drawing length. Setting the bow
for a conventional geometry will
lead to a very reasonable final
tuning, but the archer who isn’t
afraid of experimenting may
reach much further. The
adjustable draw length makes it
possible to tune for very different

arrow spines and lengths in a complete-
ly new way. Paul Hawthorne from
England is a good example. With his
Variable, he qualified for the British
team at the Paralympics and the dis-
abled world championships. Missing
most of his left arm, he shoots by hold-
ing the string with his teeth, drawing by
pushing the bow towards the target.
This limits his draw length; his arrows
(before the Variable) were only 23˝ and
the long range precision suffered. The
Variable solved this problem. Another
advantage of the adjustability is that the
nocking position is easily changed: sim-

ply adjust the plunger bracket to obtain a new nocking
position without affecting the tiller at all.

The Variable Bow weighs in at 1100 g (about 2.4 lb)
before the grip, the limb bolts and the plunger bracket
are mounted. A complete riser will weigh 1600 - 1700 g
(about 31⁄2–33⁄4 lb), making it about 100 g (about 31⁄2 oz)

heavier than a Hoyt Axis. For
the archer who likes a heavy
bow, this is only an advan-
tage—there is no need to
attach expensive extra
weights. If you shoot 35 lb of
draw or less, it will probably

feel very heavy, but for those who draw 40 lb or more, it
may be just right.

Most normal accessories can be used with the
Variable. However, the plunger and the arrow rest must
cope with the longer than usual distance from the
mounting bracket to the arrow path. This distance is no
less than 22 mm from the inside of the bracket, and 28
mm from the outside. Most magnetic or conventional
rests can be used, but some must be mounted on a small
distance block. A stainless steel clicker plate is included,

and is usually needed, unless the
arrows are very long. For the
archer who wants an alternative to
the common stabilizer setups, the
designer made a novel swingbar.
It is mounted to the side of the
riser, below the grip, and is verti-
cally and horizontally adjustable.
The friction adjustment is high
precision and is very little affected
by temperature and rain.

All necessary tools for

“It’s the only bow I can adjust
to imitate almost any other.”

Håkan Rönndahl

Here is the water jet making short work of blasting
through the side of the riser.

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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mounting and adjusting the bow, mainly hex wrenches,
are included. The limb mounts are of the “industry stan-
dard,” Hoyt type and are adjustable to set draw weight,
tiller, and limb alignment. The alignment adjustment is
novel and can easily be set, even with the bow braced.
Using a flat table surface or a long ruler for reference, the
adjustment can be made in a few minutes.

Shooting the Variable is a little different from shooting a
conventional bow. The grip mounting rod will almost
inevitably be where one of your fingers wants to go. You
must adapt your technique a bit, and using a high grip is
an advantage. How you follow through is dependent on
the bow’s balance. If it is front heavy you simply can’t just
let it fall forward, hanging in the sling, as this will result

in a rather brutal contact with the protection bracket or
the plunger bracket. A neutral balance will work very
well, and the bow will simply continue to point in the
target direction.

You can learn more about the variable bow at
VariableBow.com.

The grip can be canted . . . 

The grip can be slid in close to the riser
for less draw length . . . 

The grip can be slid away from the riser
for more draw length . . . 

To give you an idea of the adjustments possible with the variable riser—

The rest can be slid in close to the riser
or back as far as the slot allows  . . . 

. . . or you can combine any
of these settings to suit your
particular style of shooting.

Bertil Olsson
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Archers’ Comments on the
Variable Bow

IK Ingrid Kihlander (1st World Games , 1st Field
Nordic Championships , and 10 times Swedish
Champion—two times with the Variable Bow)

RL Robert Lindgren (1st Swedish Championships
1998, 3rd , 3rd Nordic Championships  Indoor
, 6th World Championships  Indoor )

HR Håkan Rönndahl (1st Nordic Championships ,
4 times Swedish Champion)

GB Göran Bjerendahl 1st World Championships ,
1st European Championships , 2nd World
Championships  and  times Swedish
Champion)

What was your first impression? The looks? The
feel?
IK My first reaction was the appearance! Can a bow

look like that? But the visual impression during
the shot is not different from any other bow I have
used, so I guess I got used to it.

RL Of course the first impression is in its looks or you
must be blind! Then all its tuning possibilities
took over the interest. Thanks to the massive
weight and my tuning it feels very stable, an
impression I really appreciate.

HR My first impression was too heavy, but when I got
another one with the triangular holes in it, that
feeling disappeared. It was exciting to try some-
thing new. I immediately felt that this one would
be right for me.

GB Having been a bit involved in the development I
can’t have a first impression. The idea sounded
brilliant, and the test shooting was definitely not
disappointing. The looks is of course a matter of
taste. I don’t really find it beautiful, but rather
cool. As an engineer, of course, I realize the logic
of its design.

What about tuning? Any difficulties?
GB The designer’s manual is very clear on this point

and easy to follow. Or you can set it just like your
old bow and start making small adjustments.
Shoot arrows and check the groups. This is a lot of
work, but will pay off, and there are many
untreaded paths to follow. And if you go all
wrong, just go back to zero and start all over
again.

HR I had some clearance problems, easily overcome,
and I could go on experimenting.

How is your shooting now?
IK The bow does its job very well. However, I don’t

practice enough; that’s why my results haven’t
improved much lately.

RL I must say that the bow does exactly what I expect
it to do, delivering stable shots with a very nice
feeling.

HR Hitting gold is a piece of cake now.

Did the Variable improve your shooting?
RL It’s a difficult question to answer, I used to prac-

tise a lot more. My results are about the same, but
I only have time to shoot once or twice a week
now, as opposed to at least five or six times a week
before I got my Variable. 

HR Hard to say, I’m not in my very best shape yet. I
did shoot / indoor m/cm and /
m (on a  cm target!), so it looks very promis-
ing. 

GB No, but I haven’t really had time and opportunity
to give it a fair chance yet.

Anything you want to change?
IK It is a bit difficult to transport my bows to and

from practice and competition. The riser is bulky
and will not fit any “standard” case. 

RL The riser is a bit on the heavy side if you don’t
practice regularly. Even if I always have shot heavy
bows, I would like to shave some weight off it.

GB No, nothing I can think of!

What is the best feature of the Variable?
GB The possibility to move the grip back and forth.

That gives me a unique possibility to test different
pivot positions, something I never have been able
to do before.

IK I have been able to try tuning way outside my ear-
lier limitations. 

RL The stability and the almost limitless tuning. If
you can’t get a good tuning with a Variable, you
will probably not be able to tune any other bow. I
have tried settings I only wish were possible in
other bows.

HR It’s the only bow I can adjust to imitate almost any
other.
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After reading archery manuals and instructional
material for the past year, it was time for some
lighter reading so I selected this book, written by
today’s most recognized traditional archer. Byron
Ferguson is an archer with an unmatched interna-
tional resume, probably more well known than any
other living archer across the globe. Likewise, he is
recognized as one of the greatest trick shooters of all
time. Byron Ferguson will probably find his place
on the archery pedestal with the likes of Fred Bear
and Howard Hill sometime in the future.

The author leads off by explaining his philoso-
phy of archery. Archery coaches have for years
taught shooters to “be the
bow.” In Mr. Ferguson’s
mind, that is a short-sighted
approach, as the bow takes no
game and scores no points.
That is the arrow’s job. “If you
are going to make part of your
equipment an extension of
yourself, make the arrow that
extension.”

The introductory seg-
ment of this book exposes the
author’s predilection toward
hard practice, concentration,
and a positive mental
approach. I also detected a
subtle prejudice against mod-
ern archery equipment and
accessories. Preferences
explained, Mr. Ferguson
launches into “becoming the
arrow” with a discussion of
different barebow aiming systems and form. To
become the arrow, an archer must learn well

“Body, Position, Breath Control, Bow Hand &
Bow Arm, Bow Shoulder, Anchor and Head
Angle. . . .”

He further explains the criticality of the
anchor. It must be consistent, and it has “to get
the arrow exactly in line with the center of the
pupil of the aiming eye.” Precise canting is criti-
cal to accuracy as well. Learning to become the
arrow is an evolutionary process, beginning with
learning to “gap shoot” at short ranges (10 to 20
paces). As skill develops, the evolution continues
until you can concentrate on the aiming spot
and visualize the arrow’s flight path to the spot
without referring to the arrow point. 

As with aiming, the
author has strong feelings
about the release, a term
which he feels is improper.
He believes one should learn
to “release your whole body
side.” This will make the
arrow fly better and faster.
Ferguson also is convinced
that a solid bow arm can
overcome the effects of a bad
release.

In discussing form prac-
tice, the author preaches stan-
dard doctrine—shooting
close-up at a blank bale with
closed eyes so as to learn to
“feel” the shot. He recom-
mends working on a single
aspect of shooting form and
release at a practice session.
Like most instructors and

coaches, Mr. Ferguson also believes in quality,
not quantity, for practice sessions. Your practice

become the arrow

Become the Arrow is available at better
Archery Pro Shops and from Amazon.com
or Barnes and Noble bookstores.

become the arrow

Byron Ferguson’s Popular Book is Well Worth the Read!
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should incorporate form, physical and mental strength,
and muscle memory development. Muscle memory is
the key to letting the subconscious mind execute the shot
when the “picture” is right.

Even the longbow requires tuning, consisting of match-
ing arrow spine, setting the nock point, and finding the
optimum brace height. The author walks the reader
through the tuning, super-fine tuning, and trouble
shooting process and on to broadhead tuning adjust-
ments required by high altitude. The longbow is particu-
larly susceptible to major altitude change. Having taken
care of the serious business, the author moves on to more
enjoyable topics such as bowhunting philosophy and
techniques and various game species. He outlines five
priorities for bowhunting and his idea of “10 Major
Bowhunting Mistakes.” As one who bowhunts over 150
days per year for all species of game, Mr. Ferguson has
the experience upon which to base his ideas. He contin-
ues by answering a series of Most Common Questions.
After doing innumerable archery demonstrations around
the world before hundreds of thousands, if not millions,
of spectators, he has heard myriad questions. His answers
to the most common questions are quite informative.

One chapter is devoted to the author’s concepts on
the intricacies of building a longbow. He discusses the
details of bow design to achieve speed, stability, or the
best combination of both. Yes, speed in a longbow
equates to reduced stability, just as with a recurve or
compound bow. He concludes the chapter with details
on designing a longbow for a specific individual to pro-
vide maximum desired performance. The final chapter is
a short synopsis of an annual charity shoot, for tradi-

tional archers only, to benefit children’s hospitals. Using
his name and employing some prominent country music
artists/archers as competitors and entertainers, this shoot
continues to grow larger each year.

I described this book in the beginning of this review as
an attempt at some light reading departing from the
standard instructional fare common to archery literature.
Immediately, my review went through the extensive
instructional and tuning material in this book, so you
may want to know, “Where is the lightness?” This was a
refreshing book because it introduced something quite
new to me – traditional archery. I enjoyed reading about
something totally new and unfamiliar – a topic upon
which I had few, if any, personal theories. Even though
most traditional shooting techniques are quite like com-
pound and recurve bow techniques, there are some sig-
nificant differences. There is a lot of valuable informa-
tion here for the traditional archer, the bowhunter, and
for those considering a transition to traditional archery. I
believe any archer will enjoy this book as “light reading”
and for the information it can impart. Reading it has
enthused me enough to try the traditional bow!

Roger Wheaton

$19.95
Receiver and 12 nocks

(msrp)

Magnock, the breakthrough magnetic nocking system, is scientifically proven to improve arrow flight and increase accuracy.
Typical nocks will vary in the amount of force required to release an arrow. This can create inconsistent shot placements. With
Magnocks, your arrow will release from your string the same way every time. Plus, tests show Magnocks reduce arrow shaft 
flexing so over/underspined arrows will fly cleaner and broadheads will be less affected by improperly spined arrows. Find out 
more at www.magnock.com or call 1-800-632-5750.

DON’T KNOCK IT IF YOU
HAVEN’T NOCKED IT.
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00 Back when field archery was my primary focus, I

would read about FITA target shoots with a mix-
ture of awe and curiosity. My impression was that
FITA target events were held in far away places
and dominated by Koreans and Europeans. These
events seemed exotic and foreign and not the sort
of thing that a California field archer and his sons
could participate in. With my family becoming
involved with the NAA youth program (JOAD)
over the last two years, my archery world has
turned itself completely around. I now find
myself carrying around  cm FITA target faces
during my practice sessions and marking off 
meter distances whenever I get the chance. The
talk around our dinner table has gone from 3-D
animals to  meter world records and spotting
scopes. Since “discovering” outdoor FITA target
events, our shooting has dramatically improved
and, more importantly, we are having more fun
than ever. If you have ever thought that this game
of archery is one you would like to try but the
rules were too difficult or arcane, let me help you
out. I’m going to walk through what it takes to
prepare for and compete in a FITA competition,
including how they are run, and just what the
rules are. I think you will find that FITA target
events aren’t so difficult and maybe you will
become hooked on them as I have.

What are FITA and FITA Target Events? 
FITA is the international archery federation that
sets rules and organizes world events. An outdoor
target FITA round is  arrows shot at four dis-
tances. Adult males shoot the distances , , ,
and  meters. For adult females, the distances are
, , , and  meters. FITA has two recog-
nized youth divisions; Junior (same distances as
adults) and Cadet. Cadets shoot , , , and

 meters. Most FITA member organizations also
have divisions for younger archers, but since no
standard exists they vary between member organ-
izations. For example, in the U.S., the National
Archery Association’s Cub division is for  and
under archers and they shoot , , , and 
meters. In Australia, however, this same age group
shoots five meters farther at each distance.

Preparing for a FITA Target Event
If you are not already a member of the national
organization that is sanctioning the FITA event,
you may want to consider joining. The national
organization, among other things, trains and pro-
vides the judges, supplies equipment, and sup-
ports archery in general. They are very worthwhile
to belong to. If you do not belong, you may be
able to participate in a “guest” class reserved for
non-members. But be forewarned, not all FITA
events will have a “guest” class. If you are a mem-
ber, make sure to bring your membership card
with you to the shoot. 

If you are new to FITA, you may find the
longer distances ( meters for adult men) a
major challenge. Archers from the 3-D world will
find this very different from the - yards max-
imum distance they may be used to shooting.
FITA target shooting generally calls for skinny
arrows with a fairly heavy arrow point. I’m cur-
rently using Cartel Triples with  grain points.
Others use Easton Navigators, ACE’s, X10’s, and
McKinney shafts, all quite successfully. I found
that Easton ACC’s will work fine on calm days,
but due to the larger outside diameter you may be
at a bit of a disadvantage in the wind. I would rec-
ommend bringing at least  arrows to a FITA tar-
get event. It’s not uncommon to have a miss or
two at the longer distances, and you can’t hold

FITA Shoots-
Preparing & Participating
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things up looking for arrows. 
With your light, skinny

arrows in your quiver, it’s time to
get out and practice. Before you
can do that you will need some tar-
gets.  cm targets are used for the
two longest distances and  cm for
the two shorter ones. Targets can be
purchased at most pro shops or on-line. I
like the heavy duty targets, since they hold up
much better. Make sure you attach them to cardboard
backing, as they will tear easily if just pinned on straw
bales.

Since archers lose the most points at the longer dis-
tances, that’s where I recommend spending most of your
practice time. Personally, I have found that if I’m shoot-
ing well at  and  meters I will do just fine at 
meters, so I rarely practice the short distance. When adult
men move from  m to  m, there is a target change
from  cm to  cm. I found the transition to the small-
er target difficult at first. With practice, I’m getting more
comfortable with the smaller target, but I would recom-
mend that you spend time shooting at this target as well.
If you feel uneasy shooting the FITA multi-colored faces,
try shooting a  round. This is an excellent tune-up for
a FITA event and is simple to set up. A typical format
often used for  rounds is to shoot , , and  yards
at the  cm target face (an American round). Shoot 
arrows at each distance for a maximum of  points.
After shooting this game you may feel more comfortable
with the FITA targets and the longer distances.

With some practice time under your belt, it’s time to look
for a FITA event in your area. FITA target events can
range from informal club shoots to “Star” FITA events.
Star FITA events have proper judges present and partici-
pants are eligible for having world record scores recog-
nized. You may want to choose a club event as a good way
to test the FITA waters. Our local FITA club usually
holds two club shoots a month. We have only two “star”
FITA events in our area each year, which is actually high
for an area in the U.S. I know that many states in the U.S.
won’t have any at all, but don’t let that discourage you.
With a little effort you can organize your own FITA
shoot. All it takes are just a few archers in your local club
with the interest. It’s not hard to use club practice bales
for a FITA. See the accompanying table for conversions of
yards into meters.

Relax and Make Yourself Comfortable
As for a list of suggested gear, see my FITA shoot check-
list. This list includes every possible item you might want
to consider bringing to a FITA shoot. Personally, I don’t
bring all of this gear to each shoot I attend, but I know

some archers who do. It may be
comforting to know that you are
prepared for any possible situa-
tion. At a minimum, you will want

to bring folding chairs and portable
shade if your field is in the open.

Sunscreen, drinks and snacks are a
good idea as well. Sometimes you need

a little pick-me-up and, if it’s between
ends, you may not have time to walk to a con-

cession booth.

It’s Shoot Day—Check-In, 
Target Assignments, and Equipment Inspection
Upon arrival you will need to check-in and register if you
have not already done so. You will be given a target assign-
ment or you may request one if you have friends with
whom you wish to shoot. Typically three archers are
assigned to a target, but the number could be more or less
depending on the level of participation. Four archers per
target butt is the maximum allowed under FITA rules.
National level shoots have more formality and require
archers to wear numbers, while local or state tournaments
probably won’t. Archers usually pin the numbers on their
quivers, but pinning them on your lower back is fine as
well. Assigned for nearly all FITA shoots is a shooting line
designation for each target. These designations (A, B, C,
and D) determine the location (where on the line) and the
order of shooting. Larger events have two shooting lines
with four archers assigned to each target. The first two
archers will be shooting the A and B designations, then
next two archers the C and D designations. 

An equipment inspection is performed at FITA
shoots. This check is made so that your equipment is safe
as well as legal for your particular class. FITA events have
compound, recurve, and barebow classes, and each have a
set of rules that equipment must adhere to. I’m not going
to cover what is legal for each class, but for example the
compound class allows a release, scope, and stabilizer of
any length. Bows must have a peak weight of less than
60lbs. Since bow scales differ, it’s safer to have your bow
set at least two pounds below the limit or you might be
asked to back some weight off. In all classes archers need
to have their arrows marked with their initials on the
shaft. Another general rule is that no electronic equip-
ment is allowed on the shooting line. This includes elec-
tronic releases, personal music players, pagers, and cell
phones. If you have any questions at all, ask a judge dur-
ing the equipment inspection. They would much rather
deal with your questions at this point than during the
event when they will be very busy.

Shooting Line Rotations
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It’s by mutual agreement where
you stand when shooting. If the
event has two shooting lines, AB
and CD, the pairs rotate after each
end. For example, the order could
be AB, CD, then CD, AB. It’s rare
that archers will shoot one at a time at
a target but, if this the case, then the
rotation will be ABC, CBA, BCA, and
ABC. If the event is using only a single shoot-
ing line, then the position on the shooting line is by
mutual agreement. If you have a temporary equipment
problem or need what FITA calls a “minor medical treat-
ment,” you may temporarily change your position in the
order of shooting.

Individual  Meter Targets
When shooting the  cm target at  m (adult distance),
archers can opt for individual target faces. This is to cut
down on arrow damage due to tightly packed groups of
arrows. Each competitor must shoot all their arrows at
their own target face. If three archers are shooting at the
same time on a target butt, the farthest to the left on the
shooting line shoots the bottom left target face. The com-
petitor in the middle will shoot the top center and the
archer on the right shoots the bottom right target. If four
archers are assigned to a target butt, competitor A shoots
top left target, B shoots top right, C bottom left, and D
bottom right.

Time Limits and Scoring
FITA target events have strict time limits for each end of
arrows. Four minutes is allowed for six-arrow ends (the
two longer distances) and two minutes for three-arrow
ends (the two shorter distances). To coordinate this,
shooting lights (often remote controlled stop lights) and
timing whistles are used to signal the start and ending of
shooting periods. A blast of two whistles means “step to
the shooting line,” one whistle blast “start shooting,” and
three whistle blasts indicates it’s time to score your arrows.
A blast of four or more whistles indicates an emergency
and all archers must let down.

Double scoring is used in FITA events, which means
two sets of score cards are used by two score keepers at
each target. One person will call the score of each arrow
with arrows called from highest value to lowest. Running
totals are kept for each distance. The archers decide who
will be score keepers at their target and, even if it’s your
first tournament, don’t be afraid to volunteer to do this. It
is not difficult to do and your fellow archers will be glad
to show you how it’s done. After arrows have been scored,
the arrow holes must be marked with a pen, then the
arrows may be pulled from a target. This is done so if you
do get a pass-through it should be obvious where on the
target it occurred (the unmarked hole) and it can then be

scored. When an arrow touches
two colors on the target, or a scor-
ing line, the arrow receives the
score of the higher value of the two
zones.

The Two Day FITA Format
Perhaps the most common FITA target

event is the two day FITA. As its name
implies, this is a full FITA event, but occurring

over a two day period. Archers usually have an hour or
so of official practice time available before the event starts.
The first distance is usually shot, then a break for lunch
and the next distance is shot. This is repeated for the sec-
ond day. Practice rounds are usually done just in the
morning. If the first scoring end starts at  AM, the sec-
ond distance should be over by  PM. There are varia-
tions, of course; an entire FITA can be shot in one (long)
day. Also, Olympic-style elimination rounds can be added
on subsequent days with the FITA round used as a quali-
fier. Events such as the World Target Championships fol-
low this format.

Shooting Line Etiquette
It’s important not to disturb those with whom you are
shooting so talking on the shooting line or making com-
ments is considered rude and inappropriate. Calling
another archer’s arrows for them may seem like a good
idea, but don’t do it. Telling an archer that his arrow is at
 o’clock when it’s really at  o’clock could cause him to
mis-set his sight and lose points. Stepping off the shoot-
ing line while your neighbor is at full draw can be dis-
tracting and dangerous. If you accidentally bump him
while he is executing a shot, you could find yourself being
assigned to your own target at the end of the field.
Instead, wait until your neighbor’s shot is over, then step
back to the waiting line. The reason for doing this is so
the judges can determine how many archers are still
shooting and when it is clear to give the signal to score
your arrows. When your last arrow is shot do not stand on
the line spotting arrows though a scope or binoculars. The
judges can’t call the all clear signal until the shooting line
is clear. The object of many FITA rules is to make the
contest fair to all. It might give an archer an unfair advan-
tage if a partner stands next to him while they finish
shooting. Being the last archer shooting on the line can be
nerve-wracking to some.

Equipment Failures, 
Bounce-Outs (Rebounds), and Pass-Throughs
At a FITA target event you need to notify a judge when a
bounce-out (or rebound) or pass through occurs on your
target. You do this after you finish shooting your end of
arrows. If you have an equipment failure, notify a judge as
well. You do this by raising your hand, or raising a red flag

Continued from the Previous Page
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(if available). You will be able to
stop shooting, make repairs, and
make up for missed shooting.
FITA rules state you may not
delay the tournament for more
than  minutes. Most judges will
interpret this to give you  minutes
to make repairs. Most top level archers
have back-up bows ready and will just
switch to the back-up.

Other Rules
In FITA target events, archers must not raise their bow
arms until the signal is given to start shooting (one whis-
tle blast). An arrow shot before the time sequence will
count as part of that end and the archer will lose the value
of their highest scoring arrow. That arrow will count as a
miss (zero points). If you drop an arrow in the act of
nocking it on the string, it will not count as a shot arrow.
Don’t reach down and grab it, just get another out of your
quiver.

When to Call a Judge
There are several times when the assistance of a judge may
be needed. If, while shooting, you had a bounce-out, raise
your hand (or a flag) when you have finished the current
end. If you have a mechanical failure (broken release rope,
failed arrow rest, broken string or cable, separated serving,
etc.) you also need to call a judge. For FITA events you
will be given  minutes to fix the problem and continue
shooting. 

If, while scoring, the value of an arrow cannot be
determined by the scorer on your target, call a judge and
request that an arrow be called. This can also be done if
you disagree with the scorer’s call. Be prepared to accept
the judge’s determination, because a second judge may
not be called.

I hope that I have given you enough information to make
you feel comfortable in entering your first FITA event.
Some archers procrastinate, believing they aren’t ready to
enter one. If you fall into this camp, make the commit-
ment now to go ahead and do it. There never is a perfect
time and you may just surprise yourself with how well
you can do. I think FITA target archery is one of the best
yardsticks you can find for measuring how well you can
hit what you are aiming at. Why don’t you enter one and
see how well you measure up?

Meters to Yards Conversions
90 Meters 98.43 Yards
70 Meters 76.54 Yards
60 Meters 65.62 Yards
50 Meters 54.68 Yards
30 Meters 32.81 Yards

FITA Shoot Checklist
. Sunscreen
. Hydration fluids (water, diluted
sports drink) and water bottle
. Energy Bars (Clif bars, fruit,

etc.)
. Folding chairs. 

. Pencil, black marker (e.g. a
Sharpie)

. Sight marks (for the distances you
shoot)

. Venue directions and shooting schedule 
. Backup equipment (bow string, nocks, finger sling,

tab, release, Super Glue, arm guard)
. Repair tools (dental floss, serving material, lighter,

string wax, bow square, Allen/hex wrench for every
screw on bow)

. Backup arrows (at least 6, numbered with archer’s
initials on them)

. Hat (Make sure you can shoot in it.)
. Sunglasses (Decide if you can shoot wearing them or

not.)
. Bug spray (really important in Midwest!)
. Optics (binoculars or spotting scope + tripod or

both)
. NAA Dress code shorts/sants/skorts/skirt (navy blue

or white)
. Band Aids, first aid tape 
. Arrow lube (needed for Ethafoam targets)
. Arrow puller 
. Distraction materials (music + headphones, maga-

zines, books)
. Money for food, T-Shirt, phone call 
. Bow/sight/stabilizer/release/tab and at least 10 tour-

nament arrows (numbered with archer’s initials on
them (on the shaft). 

. Bow stand 
. Umbrella (rain and shade)
. Portable shade 
. Chest protector (if needed)
. Arm guard 
. Lip balm 
. Wallboard screw to remove broken nocks. 
. NAA membership cards (or other organization mem-

bership cards)

Steve Ross lives in Nevada City, California with his
two sons Miles, age 14, and Gabriel, age 7. All of the
men in the family are archers so, not to be outdone,
Steve’s wife Mary is not only one of the World’s Greatest
Archery Moms, but also proofreads This Magazine.
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Steve Ruis

Cool Archery Gear–
You Can Get “At the Store”
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More than likely you already shop at various stores
for archery-related stuff—the grocery store for
snacks and rehydration drinks (e.g. Gatorade);
clothing stores for shoot-appropriate clothes; shoe
stores for sturdy shooting shoes, etcetera. And, while
we encourage you to shop at your local archery pro
shop (If you don’t they may not be there when you
need them.), there is a great deal of other stuff you
can’t get at an archery pro shop that you can get in
other stores. In this article we will tell you about all
kinds of things archers can use that are available at
various stores around your com-
munity.

The Hardware Store
You probably already shop at
your local hardware store for
tools, adhesives, and small
parts (like screws). Here are
some of the archery-related
goodies available at typical
hardware stores.
• replacement hex-head and

Allen screws, etc.
• Allen wrench sets
• adhesives (epoxies, cyano-

acrylates, wood glues for
grips, etc.)

• lubricants (like Tri-Flow)
• tape measures
• small adjustable wrenches

(fit–in–quiver sized)
Since my training is as a
chemist, I can’t overlook this
opportunity to say something

about adhesives.
The subject of adhesives is complicated, so

go easy. For example, there are many, many
kinds of epoxies. I use a lot of quick set epoxy for
gluing in points and inserts. Why not just use
hot-melt adhesive? I still use hot melt glue,
specifically because it is so easy to get your points
out, as when I am tuning arrows by varying
point shapes, weights, etc. But, if you use bulge
points and you are shooting into a modern foam
target on a hot day, enough heat is generated (as

friction) stopping your arrow
that you can easily leave the
point behind when you pull
the arrow. (I learned this the
hard way. Arrows with no
points don’t shoot very well!)
The ideal epoxy is one that is
strong but not brittle. Some
manufacturers are providing
these to archers now (Carbon
Tech comes to mind, but there
are others), but they are noto-
riously slow setting and some-
times I don’t want to take the
time.

Quick setting epoxy
would be a lousy choice,
though, for gluing in a stabiliz-
er bushing. For such jobs you
need an epoxy that fills voids
(gaps, places where the fit of
the parts isn’t exact). For this
purpose I use a filling epoxy
like JB Weld. Once set, you



can even machine it. When
you are considering adhe-
sives, ask around. And, con-
sider your usage when you
select them. I never use
cyanoacrylates (aka Super
Glue) when fletching. Sure it
sets up fast, but I refletch a
lot and it is miserable trying
to get vanes off of carbon
arrows when they were glued
on with cyanoacrylates. Is
your interest in fletching
quickly or in being able to
refletch easily? If the former,
by all means use cyanoacry-
lates. If the latter, I wouldn’t.

The Auto Parts Store
The first springy rests were
made from carburetor
springs, I am told, but we are
beyond that now. I get Bondo auto body filler for play-
ing around with grips. You can also get automotive
touchup paint in a wide variety of colors to touch up
dings on your limbs and risers.
• Bondo auto body filler
• touchup paint

The Art Supply Store
Yep, art supply stores! Besides all of the frames for the

pictures of you on the win-
ner’s stand, what can you get
in an art supply store? It is one
of the few places I can find
Pilot marking pens (silver or
gold). With these you can
write on carbon arrow shafts
and see what you have writ-
ten. These were about it until
Sharpies came out in silver.
You can get the Sharpies
there, too.

One of my very best finds
were “Ice Tubes.” These are
tubes of various lengths that
come in neon colors with car-
rying straps. They were
designed to carry rolled up
artwork or architect drawings,
but the 36˝ version will hold
about three dozen carbon
arrows for travel to a competi-

tion. I don’t think they are sturdy enough to ship sepa-
rately on an airline, but I would be comfortable if the
tube were stored in a bag (see photo). These are cool!
Inexpensive, too.
• Sharpies
• Pilot Marking Pens
• Ice Tubes
• double stick tape/clear tape (for mounting sight tapes

on sights)

The Sporting Goods Store
No duh, sporting good stores would have a lot of archery
gear. Uh . . . I actually don’t recommend shopping in
major sporting goods chains for archery equipment.
None that I know of has made a commitment to stock-
ing enough equip-
ment or providing
competent service for
such a recommenda-
tion. But the rest of
the store has all kinds
of goodies.

You may know
that Easton produces more than arrows. They are a major
producer of aluminum baseball and softball bats. They
also make bat bags with the Easton logo on them that
make great gear bags for archers. 

For compound archers who shoot off of their bow’s
a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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riser, but who don’t want
their bow hands freezing in
cold weather or slipping in
hot weather, Sims Vibration
Labs makes a wrap that goes
around the riser (available at
archery pro shops). If you
don’t like the feel of that
wrap, you can use tennis grip
tape or Easton makes a leather grip tape for the same
purpose. You can even do a little reshaping of the grip’s
contour by how you wrap it.
• Easton bat archery bags
• tennis racket wraps
• baseball bat wraps
• web belts (for quivers)
• rain gear (camping section)
• water bottles
• wrist, elbow, ankle sup-

ports to protect against
reinjuring a joint

The Pharmacy
Most of this is in the order of
first aid (and not perform-
ance enhancing substances).
• moleskin
• band aids
• dental floss
• Theraband™s (also Medical Supply stores)
• emergency ice packs
• first aid kits

The Grocery/Drug Store
• butane lighters (for melting release rope ends, etc.)
• Sharpies
• double stick tape/clear tape (for mounting sight

tapes on sights)
• energy bars
• rehydration drinks (e.g. Gatorade)

Special Mention–Harbor Freight Tools
You may not have a Harbor Freight Tools Store in
your neck of the woods, but you may have a similar
store. This place is a gold mine for archers who like
to tinker. For one, I got a 100 meter measuring tape
(fiberglass tape/plastic enclosure). Yes, it is an inex-
pensive one, but price one of the really good ones—
wow! This one was US$19.95 (or it would have been
if I hadn’t got it during a half price sale!). If you run

a youth program, these are
invaluable. And, like much
of the other stuff, if you
break it or lose it, it is inex-
pensively replaced.

I bought a good set of
T-handled Allen wrenches
from a friend who sold
tools. I got a great deal. But

at Harbor Freight I got both English and Metric sets (see
photo) during a sale (which are frequent) for less than
$10 (less than half of what the single name brand set
cost). If they break, you can afford to throw them away
and get another set, but over the last four years I have yet
to break one.

Because I am constantly
fussing with bow grips—
reshaping them, changing
their angles, etc., I bought
an inexpensive bench belt
sander which I have gotten
hundreds of hours of work
out of with no problems. I
don’t think I would have
paid the price of the ones
offered elsewhere for such a
use.
• 100 meter tape
• T–handled Allen wrench-

es
• refillable butane mini-torch
• inexpensive tools galore

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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World Archery Festival – 3 Star Tour 2004
Win

$$$ One Million Dollars $$$

The World Archery Festival 2004, at the Riviera Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas!
First leg of the 4th Annual 3-Star Tour. 

Largest purse ever for Archery Competition
Total purse and prizes over $250,000.00.

NFAA Shooters of the Year
One man and one woman will be named NFAA Shooter of the year. Archers must shoot all 3 Star Tournament
events. Vegas 18 meter, Vegas Marked 3-D, Louisville National Indoor, Louisville 3-D, Atlantic City Classic,

Atlantic City 3-D. Highest cumulative score from all 6 events determines winners.

Winners will receive $2500 — Shooter of the Year Trophy
Profile and front cover in Archery magazine

5th Annual World Archery Festival Indoor Marked 3-D Championship

Championship Division $700 entry fee.
If you are unable to attend any event, your entry may be sold or transferred — limited to 40 entries.

Championship Division archers may not enter the Flights Division
Las Vegas Louisville Atlantic City All Three events $700

Register by phone or fax with credit card (800) 811-2331 or fax (909) 794-8512. Register on line at
www.worldarcheryfestival.com or www.fieldarchery.com.

4th Annual World Archery Festival Indoor Marked 3-D Flights Division $40 entry fee
Shoot Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 20 McKenzie 3-D targets. You may enter either Championship or

Flights. Marked distances up to 50 yards. Enter many times, highest score counts.
Men Unlimited Women Unlimited Freestyle Ltd Bowhunter Freestyle

(Men & Women Combined) (Men & Women Combined)

Walk in registration at the tournament. Casual start in groups of 3 to 4 shooters. Open Thursday 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm —
Friday 8:00 am to 3:00 pm and Saturday 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. You may register in either Championship or Flights.

Shoot 900 at the Vegas Shoot

Shoot 1200 at the Atlantic City Classic

Shoot 600 with 120 Xs at Louisville

Sponsored by McKenzie and NFAA
Two divisions — Championship or Flights

Archers who participate in all 3 tournaments will have a chance to win a 
NEW ATV by a SHOOT OFF Held at the Atlantic City Shoot 2004.
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Training Your Bow

Part Six of a Series
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It’s time to train our stave into becoming a bow.
If you would like to flex the limbs as you may
have done before rounding up the edges, you
can. This time you can put a little more flex into
the limbs. Holding the finished stave upright
with one hand over the top limb tip and one
hand pressing down on the riser section, note the
bend of the lower limb. If you have delicately
designed horn tips you will want the lower tip to
be resting along the outside edge of your shoe,
rather than directly on the floor. 

If you are quite confident that it takes a great
deal more pressure to bend one limb than the
other, go ahead and remove some belly wood off
of that limb with long even strokes of the scraper.
If you followed your belly layout carefully in the
making I doubt that you will detect much differ-
ence between the two limbs. Keep in mind that
the lower limb of your finished bow will be a bit
stiffer than the upper limb, to give the
bow proper balance in shooting. 

Before we fasten on the tiller string
you may want to look at the fishtail joint
that you had cut (if you were working
with billets). The joint is probably less
than perfect and you may be concerned
that it may not hold up to the strain of
tillering the bow. If there is any doubt,
finish smoothing the riser section with
steel wool or sandpaper. Then, protect
the riser section from the invasion of
moisture by applying paraffin to the
wood and warm up the riser section with
a hand held hair dryer or heat gun. You
will want to do this until the applied

paraffin melts into the wood and you are sure
that the wood will “drink” no more. I have the
paraffin already melted in a double boiler and
simply brush it on while warming the wood with
the heat gun. When the wood cools down I just
buff off the remaining paraffin with a cloth. This
process seals the wood quite nicely and I will later
finish the entire bow this way. 

Now wrap the joint tightly with strong twine
(see photo sequence on page 42). I use mason’s line
(found at your local hardware store) that has at
least an 80-pound breaking strength. It often
comes in different colors and will make a nice
looking handle wrap if you desire. If you do not
want this mason line showing for your finished
handle wrap, and just want to use it for strength-
ening purposes, start and stop the wrap one half
inch in from each end of the splice. This will
leave you with a three-inch section of wrap that

Start bending the bow with the long tiller string. Note how much each tip
is bending. Only bend the limbs as far as they would be bent at a normal
6-7 inch brace height.

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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will be completely covered
after you put the finish
wrap on. 

To aid yourself in this
process, wind on a little
more cord than you will
need around a 1-inch
dowel or section of
broomstick. While sitting
in a chair with the bow
across your lap, place the
wrapped dowel by your
feet. To keep the wrapped
dowel from rolling on the
floor I place the wrapped
dowel into a “V” groove cut into two different pieces of
scrap lumber (see the photo). I then place my feet on the
dowel rod near the grooved out supports at each end of
the wrapped dowel. The wrapped dowel acts as a spool
and my feet can adjust the tension as I wrap the handle
section. I will use a leather glove on the hand that is
doing the wrapping to keep the cord from cutting in.
You can give your hand a rest in the process by simply
holding tension by your feet to keep the spool from
unwinding. Start and stop the wrap as if you were serv-
ing a bowstring by hand. 

If you decide that you like the looks of the wrap and wish
to use it as your finish handle wrap, a couple of things
must be considered. I normally shoot this design of bow
with the arrow 1 and 1⁄2 inches above true center, or 1 and
1⁄2 inches above our “zero line.” In this case you must first
determine what limb will be the bottom limb of your
bow. I determine this while flexing the bow as we did ear-
lier. The stiffer limb will be the bottom limb. 

If you spliced billets, the “zero line” would be in the
center of the splice and the “arrow line,” or the place 1
and 1⁄2 inches above the “zero line,” will be 1⁄2 inch in from
the end of the splice. 

Start your wrap on the “arrow line” and wrap a sec-
tion 5 inches down the riser towards the bottom limb.
Do not worry about the 1⁄2 inch of splice still showing
near the “arrow line.” An arrow plate of an accenting
color of twine will cover this up. You can also border the
lower end of the handle wrap with the same accenting
color near the lower limb.

Finally, it is time to fasten on the tiller string. The tiller
string is simply a stronger than normal bowstring that is
long enough to fasten on each string groove of both bow
tips without the need of bending the limbs.

With the tiller string on, place the handle section on
the end of a tiller board. A tiller board has a grooved out
section on the end to accept the handle of the bow, and
a series of grooves or pegs to hold the string back while

the bow limbs are bent to
observe their shape (see
photo). If you can’t borrow
one, they are easy to make.
I have a tiller board that is
fastened on a wall. With a
rope hook and pulley I can
gently bend my bow while
viewing the shape of the
limbs from a distance.
This is definitely the safest
method. 

It is also helpful to
have some parallel refer-
ence lines running hori-

zontally along the wall behind the tiller board. I have a
piece of common pegboard on the wall for this purpose. 

Slowly and gently bend the bow inch by inch and
note the distance each limb tip is traveling. At this stage
of the tillering process we will want the limb tips to bend
only as far as they would be at a normal brace height of
about 6 to 7 inches. The brace height being measured
from the belly side of the handle to the imaginary line
formed by the two bent limb tips. 

You will want the limbs to be bending in a graceful
arc emerging from the non-bending riser section to the
“taper line.” From the “taper line” to the limb tips you
will want a little less bend than in the rest of the limb. 

With the good job that you did on finishing the
belly taper, the limbs are probably bending gracefully
now. If you find that both limbs are bending gracefully,
but one limb is much stiffer, that is it has a lot less bend,
take the bow from the tiller and remove some belly wood
off of the stiff limb with a scraper along the entire length
of that limb. A small amount of wood removal can make
a big difference, so be careful. The change in shape from
removing the belly wood will probably not show up
immediately; give it some time in the tiller at the approx-
imate brace height bend. The bow must adjust to the
removal of belly wood.

If you feel the limbs are not bending gracefully, and
that one section of limb is bending far more that the rest,
mark that area with a pencil. Take the bow from the tiller
and remove the belly wood from both limbs except the
wood around the weak area that you had marked with a
pencil. 

Do not go overboard in trying to obtain perfection
at this early stage of tillering. We are just trying to get the
limbs to bend evenly enough so we can put a string on
the bow that is the proper length to give us a brace height
of 6 to 7 inches. You will often find that once you put a
proper string on the bow, the limbs will have taken a
shape different from what you had viewed this way. 

Continued on the Next Page
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Here is the bow in a simple tiller board that does not use a pulley and a rope.
The tiller board has grooves to accept the string as you gently pull it back,
inch by inch.
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Once you
are satisfied that

the limbs are
bending reasonably

gracefully and evenly
while in the tiller with the

tillering string, double check to see
if your limbs are bent enough to

obtain a 6 to 7 inch brace height.
Now, leave the bow in the tiller

overnight. Yes, I said overnight. You can sip on
a refreshing beverage and admire the bow as
much as you like, but it is best to leave the

bow in the tiller while we are training it to
bend. Stringing a bow for the first time puts a lot of stress
on the limbs. Your patience in waiting will make that
process less stressful on your new bow. 

A new morning has dawned and the moment of truth
has arrived. Before you
remove the bow from the
tiller, feel along both
limbs for any wood that
may have lifted along the
back or any small crack
that may have splintered
along the sides. Usually
you will not find any, but
if you do, all may be lost
. . . or not. Remove the
bow from the tiller and
super glue and wrap tight-
ly any of those areas as we

did to strengthen the handle splice.
The glue I like best for a problem like
this is called Lock Tight 420.
Traditional archery suppliers, such as
Raptor Archery, sell a similar glue
called Grip. I am confident that you
will not have any of these problems,
but it is a good idea to inspect the bow
limbs at each step of the tillering
process. 

With the bow out of the tiller and
a string ready that is three to four inch-
es shorter than the nock to nock dis-
tance, string the bow slowly and care-
fully using a bow stringer. Listen for
any cracking sounds—you do not
want to hear any of those. The bow
should now have a 6 to 7-inch brace
height as measured from the belly of
the riser section to the string. The only
thing you want to hear now is your
heart pounding from the excitement.

If your limbs are not bending evenly, do not worry
right now. Stand your bow up with the back of the bow
facing a flat wall. Now stand directly behind the bow,
view the belly, note where the string bisects both limb
tips, and follow that line to see if the string also bisects
the riser. If the string does bisect the riser, jump up and
down hysterically shouting “ Yes, Yes, Yes, Thank you
Lord!” At this point you will have an uncontrollable urge
to kiss all the people within your reach. (You may want
to ask your hunting buddy to step back before you do
this.)

If the string is not bisecting the riser do not despair. It is
just another step that you will learn to take. Let’s deter-
mine how bad the problem is and where it is coming
from before we go any further. 

Some feel that a string that lies off center, in the
direction the arrow will be shot from the bow, is an
advantage if the string is still behind the riser, just not

bisecting it exactly. I have
shot well with bows in that
condition, but I do not
feel it to be an advantage.
(When drawing, the bow
will naturally find its own
center. The offset string
really does not act as a cen-
ter shot riser.) With the
string off center, the bow
limbs are bending in two
different directions, not
giving us the full advan-
tage of the stored energy

Straightening a twisted limb after it has been heated with the aid of a vise
and a wood wrench.
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in the limbs. We want all the stored
energy of the limbs to be working in
the same line as the arrow.

A twisted limb usually causes this
offset condition. Look at the back-
side of the bow and try to determine
where the limb starts its bend or
twist, and mark that spot with a pen-
cil. Unstring the bow and sight down
the limbs to see if they are as straight
as they were before you put the string
on. Sometimes a slightly twisted limb
will untwist when it is in the tiller
overnight, causing a side bend in the
limb. The side bend is the easiest one
to fix, especially if it is near the “taper
line.” You will know that you are just
dealing with a side bend if the entire
back of the bow appears to be in the
same plane, but the limb is just bent
off to the side from its original lay-
out. 

To fix a side bend, heat up the
paraffin in a double boiler and get out the heat gun.
Mark the spot on the limb that needs to be bent back in
its original plane, and also draw an arrow in the direction
you need to bend the limb to make the correction.

Like a chicken on a rotisserie, baste about a six-inch
area each side of the pencil mark as you slowly turn the
bow with one hand while heating the bent section with
the other. Operate the heat gun in a motion as if you
were spray painting a car, keeping the nozzle about 11⁄2
inches from the bow. Keep basting and rotating the bow
(to keep from scorching the wood). If you are working
near the “taper line” do this for about 15 minutes, if near
the mid limb about 20 to 25 minutes, and 30 to 35 min-
utes if the bend is near the “fadeout line.”

When the time is up, I place the bow sideways along
my knee while I am still sitting down. I make sure that I
have a piece of leather or something on my knee to pro-
tect it from the heat and I double check that the mark of
correction on the bow is
directly over my knee.
When gently pressing
down on each side of your
knee you will feel the bow
bending easily. Slightly
overcorrect the bend and
hold that position for five
minutes or so. Now sight
down the limb to see if the
bow is once again straight;
if it is, let it cool until the
spot you heated does not
feel any warmer than the

rest of the bow. Inspect the bow
after it cools to assure it is still
straight. If not, you can immedi-
ately repeat the process until you
get it right. 

The side bend was fairly easy
to fix, but some limbs are just plain
twisted, or have a combination of a
twist and a side bend. If your sup-
plier sent you a stave like this on
your first try, much shame should
be heaped upon that supplier! If
your bow has a combination of
twist and side bend, correct the
twist first.

To correct a twist, you need a sim-
ple tool that will act as a wood
wrench. In a piece of strong wood,
let’s say a 1˝ x 4˝ x 16˝ piece, drill a
hole about 2 inches down from the
end about the same size as the
depth of the limb at the spot that

needs to be corrected. Saw out a slot in the board from
the end connecting the drilled hole. This will be our
untwisting tool. Try the wooden wrench on the spot that
is twisted to see if it is a snug fit. If not, lay a piece of
leather on the limb to tighten up the fit. 

Heat the bow up as we did for the side bend, but this
time clamp the bow limb in a vice near the spot to be
untwisted. Make sure you have soft jaws in the vice or a
piece of thick leather to protect the bow. Using your
wooden wrench, untwist the bow limb without forcing
it. If it does not untwist easily, heat that section back up.
When untwisting, over correct the twist a little and hold
it in that position for five or ten minutes. You can now
let go of the wrench until the bow cools. 

Some bowyers use steam for the bending process. It
just does not make sense to me to add water to a piece of
wood that had just spent years drying out. The paraffin
is something I will treat the bow with anyway, and it does

not require a drying time
like a steam-heated piece
of wood. 

Once our bow has
cooled down we can string
it up to see how we did.
With a little patience you
will end up with a bow
that has the string running
down the center of the
limbs and riser, or very
near to it.

Warming up a trouble spot. I hope you don’t have
one of these!

Putting the correct length bowstring on for the first time—this is so exciting!
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Continued on the Next Page



Continued from the Previous Page

2. The makeshift spool I use to main-
tain the tension on the cord as I wrap.

1. Lay the cord across the handle sec-
tion as if you were serving a bowstring.

3. Starting the first wraps. 4. With the bow across your legs, turn
the bow while maintaining tension.

5. Snip off the end of the cord after
you have wrapped over it tightly for
about a half an inch or so.

6. Finish the wrap as you would a center serving by
making a loop and wrapping back inside of the loop in
the same direction.

7. Pull on the strand you wrapped
over . . .

8. . . . and cut the cord close to finish
and strengthen your handle.
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It’s a Wrap! 
To finish and strengthen your handle section just
follow these easy steps (also see page 38).



N
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Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance

Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

Name 

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00

Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CC# exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331

National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10

Redlands, CA 92373

Next time—We finish tillering the bow and get it ready
to shoot!

Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three teenagers. He
has worked as a tool and die maker since  and has been a lover
of the bow since , when at the age of four he received his first bow
and arrow set (a fiberglass bow with the rubber tipped arrows). Brian
started building longbows in  and has since won seven National
Championships competing in the NAA Traditional Longbow
Division. He has won three Outdoor Nationals and four Indoor
Nationals setting a record for the indoor FITA.
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How? Mathews’ new HP (High Performance) Cam. 
It’ll blow you away. You’ll get (approximately) 315 fps 
(IBO – 5 grains per lb., 70 lbs., 30") from an 80% 
let-off bow that you’ll hardly know you shot. 
See your Mathews retailer and shoot the new LX.

The new Mathews ... 
It gives you a never-before-achieved 
combination of speed and smoothness 
from an 80% let-off bow.

Bowhunters know that the best way to assess

bow performance is to see what’s winning on

the 3-D tournament circuits. Once again, in

2003, Mathews is dominating! At the halfway

point of the 3-D season, twenty four Men’s,   

Women’s, Senior and Limited 

Pro events have been

contested on 

the ASA and IBO circuits.

Mathews has won an astounding 

22 of these 24 events. All other bow brands

combined have won just two!

All other
brands

combined

Wins: 22 2 
Top 3’s: 66 6 
Top 5’s: 109 11 
Top 10’s: 202 38 
*All ASA & IBO Men’s Pro, Women’s Pro, 
Senior Pro and Limited Pro events in 2003

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367 
Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-2728 

www.mathewsinc.com

Mathews dominates first half
of 2003 3-D tournament season

Halfway Point 

2003Halfway Point 

2003

Cam ever engineered! 
It’s superior to every 
cam we’ve ever tested
(other single cams, 
11/2 cams,two cams). 
Everything. Bar none! 

The new HP
Single Cam is the
LEAST COMPLEX, 
MOST ADVANCED

This smooth-shooting,
straight-line, high let-off
single cam is smokin’ fast!

Zero Tolerance Limb Cup System
It’s more reliable, more dependable 
and more accurate than our long-
standing, tournament-proven, highly 
successful limb cup system it replaces

One big reason Mathews wins more 
tournaments is tight manufacturing 
tolerances. And one of the most critical areas 
on a bow is where the limb connects to the 
riser. Thanks to Mathews’ new V-LOCK Limb 
Cup System, the tolerance just got tighter!

Parallel Limb Design

Over-sized 
perimeter weight 
(reduces recoil)

String 
SuppressorsTM

Perimeter Weighted 
HP Cam with 
Precision 
Ball Bearings

V-LOCK Zero-Tolerance
Limb Cup System

Competition Grip

100% fully-machined AeroRiser
(most of our competitors use
cheap extruded risers)

Ball Bearing 
Roller Guard

Precision Ball 
Bearing Idler 
Wheel

Zebra “ZS” Twist 
bowstring (the string that 

won over $2 million)

Speed 
without 
the KICK!

Harmonic Dampers


